HAWKINS RESERVE TRAILS

Hawkins Loop Trail: 5.7 miles
Harrow Trail: .5 miles
Hawkins Reserve Encompasses Important Wildlife Habitat
All Trails Are Directional
Reserve is Closed Annually December 1 – April 30
Dogs Required to be On-Leash May 1 – June 15
FALL PROJECTS

Eagle Ridge Loop All-Weather Application, October 2022

Cartwright Ridge Trail Reroute

Eagle Ridge Loop Trail
All-weather Application - 0.7 miles

Cartwright Ridge Trail Reroute - 1600 feet
2022 SUMMER PROJECTS

Red Cliffs / Lower Hulls
Erosion Mitigation Project

Sinker Creek Bridge

Dry Creek Bridges
LOWER HULLS GULCH
ACCESSIBLE TRAIL ADDITIONS

Grove Trail Accessibility Option
A new, fully accessible pedestrian-only trail that will connect with and parallel the current Grove Trail in Hulls Gulch Reserve. The approximately .4 mile section will turn the trail into a loop creating a longer trail experience for users.

Red Fox Trail Reroute
The relocation of a portion of Red Fox Trail in Camel's Back Reserve to mitigate the build-up of deep sand that can inhibit use for those in wheelchairs or who use other devices to improve mobility. The 100 foot long reroute will also improve safety and connect users with other accessible trails nearby.